
TRANSLUCENT  
POLYMERS VS. GLASS 
Which is Better for Employee Health?

The future looks a little different than it did just a few months ago, but, as a nation, we’re responding… 

The workforce is getting ready to return to the office and businesses are looking to the healthcare industry for 
guidance as they enhance their own office safety measures—including desks, health screening stations, collaborative 
tools and physical barriers made of translucent polymers (e.g., plexiglass, acrylic, polycarbonate) or glass. 

Now more than ever, keeping your employees and customers protected and knowledgeable is a top priority for  
your future.

As a leading manufacturer of products that keep healthcare professionals safe and productive, we wanted to support 
you with the same information that hospitals and doctors have when making decisions about the well-being of their 
staff and patients—so that you can make the best decisions for your employees.

TRANSLUCENT POLYMERS GLASS

A porous material that’s hard to disinfect,  
making it a poor cough/sneeze barrier

A non-porous material that makes disinfecting easy  
so your workplace stays safer

Contracts and harbors bacteria Food-grade safe after sanitizing

Scratches easily Scratch-resistant

Not chemical resistant; even nail polish remover  
can cause cracks

Naturally chemical resistant; stands up to even  
harsh cleansers

Requires special cleansers or risks  
brittleness and breakage Cleans with bleach, hospital-grade or standard cleansers

Not recommended for hospitals as it  
doesn’t meet cleansing standards

Preferred by hospitals; meets 10:1 water-to-bleach  
cleansing standard

Yellows, clouds and breaks down over time with cleaning Withstands even the most rigorous daily cleansing routines

Retains 3X more bacteria than glass after cleaning Has 3X less bacteria than translucent polymers after cleaning

Cheaper quality; will need to be replaced Premium grade; can last your office a lifetime
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It doesn’t matter what your business is, the safety of your employees and the cleanliness of your workplace 
environment should be top of mind for business owners right now. 

Clarus™ is here to help. Contact us to discuss what glass solutions may be right for you. 
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